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Solve each problem.

1) While organizing her files, Rachel deleted 927 pictures, 168 songs and 552 text files. What
is the total number of files she deleted?

2) A farmer was planting vegetables in a garden. He planted 669 corn seeds, 681 turnip seeds
and 245 potato seeds. How many seeds did he plant total?

3) A school had 864 red pens, 725 blue pens and 859 black pens. How many pens did they
have total?

4) Carl, Amy and Ed were collecting cans for recycling. Carl collected 709 cans, Amy
collected 118 and Ed collected 815. What is the total number of cans all three friends
collected?

5) During a 'Super Saturday Sale', a shoe store sold 776 pairs of sneakers, 284 pairs of
sandals and 592 pairs of boots. What is the total number of shoes the store sold?

6) A grocery store ordered 743 bottles of regular soda, 946 bottles of diet and 569 bottles of
water. What is the total number of bottles the store ordered?

7) At Nancy's school there are 139 students in 3rd grade, 550 students in 4th grade and 665
students in 5th grade. How many students were there in all three grades?

8) For lunch, 139 students selected chocolate milk, 285 selected strawberry milk and 111
selected regular milk. How many milks were taken total?

9) A donation center received 652 cans of corn, 355 cans of peas and 500 cans of green
beans. How many cans did they receive total?

10) A zoologist was checking the weights of three gorillas. Gorilla A weighed 692 pounds,
gorilla B weighed 377 pounds and gorilla C weighed 763 pounds. What is the combined
weight of all three gorillas?

Answers

1. 1,647

2. 1,595

3. 2,448

4. 1,642

5. 1,652

6. 2,258

7. 1,354

8. 535

9. 1,507

10. 1,832
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Solve each problem.

535 2,258 1,647 1,507 1,832

1,642 1,354 1,652 1,595 2,448

1) While organizing her files, Rachel deleted 927 pictures, 168 songs and 552 text files. What
is the total number of files she deleted?

2) A farmer was planting vegetables in a garden. He planted 669 corn seeds, 681 turnip seeds
and 245 potato seeds. How many seeds did he plant total?

3) A school had 864 red pens, 725 blue pens and 859 black pens. How many pens did they
have total?

4) Carl, Amy and Ed were collecting cans for recycling. Carl collected 709 cans, Amy
collected 118 and Ed collected 815. What is the total number of cans all three friends
collected?

5) During a 'Super Saturday Sale', a shoe store sold 776 pairs of sneakers, 284 pairs of
sandals and 592 pairs of boots. What is the total number of shoes the store sold?
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